
 

Femrat Charles Bukowski

. Charles Bukowski was an American writer, poet, and alcoholic who wrote over 20 novels. His body
of work...
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entertainment industry is
famous for its several popular

companies and movies, but it is
known even more for the actors
and actresses who are used to

play 0cc13bf012

.Sarah Harkins / Truthout; interview by Laura
Flanders In a speech delivered just before the
U.S. invasion of Iraq, former President George

W. Bush stated that “the first casualty of war is
the truth.” It seems appropriate that the first

installment of our winter talk show is devoted to
the gaseous truth of gas. That’s why we’re

joined by Sarah Harkins, who explains how oil
companies and the U.S. military reached an

agreement to manipulate gas prices in the run-
up to the invasion of Iraq. According to Harkins,
the oil companies agreed to raise gas prices on
the eve of the war so that America would feel

the brunt of the criticism for escalating the
conflict. We talk to Harkins about the American
Empire, global warming and the Institute for the
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Study of War, which trains the next generation
of imperial warmongers. We also talk about her
new book, “All the Oil in the World: ExxonMobil
in the Aftermath of the Iraq War” (Crown/Plume,

2011). This hour, On the Media.Q: How to
proceed with unit tests of an Angular 6 app? I'm

developing a SPA using Angular 6. I want to
make my app unit testable. The problem is, my

app is composed of many components and I
don't know how to test them. Let me explain the

situation, I have an app component,
AppComponent, which contains a router-outlet.

When I click on a button, the AppComponent
creates a child component called MyComponent.

This MyComponent contains also a parent
component, MyParentComponent. After more
interactions, the MyComponent will show a

component MyChildComponent inside a dialog.
The problem is, to make it testable, I need to

test the child component, which uses an
injected Angular form. I tried to proceed as

follow: In the unit test of MyComponent.
@Component({ selector:'my-component',

template: ``, }) export class MyComponent {
@ViewChild('myChildComponent') child:

MyChildComponent; constructor() { } } In the
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unit test of MyChildComponent: class
MyChildComponent { constructor(private

parent: MyParentComponent
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